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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a low complexity Partial Transmit Sequence technique using  8PSK gray coding for 

constellation mapping and  improved random phase matrix optimization technique for peak to average power 

reduction of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems . The main goal of this paper is to improves data rate 

of OFDM system by using 8-PSK  gray coding  for constellation mapping, transmits more bits per cycle as compared to 

QPSK and to reduces system complexity using  improved random phase optimization scheme for finding t optimum 

phase matrix. The improved phase optimization method reduces the number of iteration required to find out the 

optimum phase vector for a given input symbol for selecting a candidate signal with minimum PAPR ratio, So reduces 

the number of IFFT operation required. It also reduces  the side information required to share between transmitter 

and receiver for decoding purpose ,hence improves bandwidth efficiency .The Reduced value of PAPR reduces the 

complexity of Digital to Analog converters (DAC) and increases the efficiency of power amplifiers. It is demonstrated 

that a favorable tradeoff can be achieved between the reduction of PAPR and computational complexity. It is observed 

that the proposed modified PTS technique outperforms the traditional PTS  technique in terms of PAPR reduction 

capability and reduction in computational complexity. 

Index Terms - Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), Peak to average power ratio (PAPR),Partial 

transmit sequence(PTS), Selective Mapping (SLM), Bit Error Rate (BER), Digital Subscriber Line(DSL),Phase shift 

keying (PSK). 

I. INTRODUCTION TO OFDM 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is one of the 

most widely used techniques for fourth generation wireless 

communication. It effectively tackle the multipath fading 

channel and improves the bandwidth efficiency. At the 

same time, it also increases system capacity, So as to 

provide a reliable transmission of digital data. OFDM 

basically uses the principles of existing Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (FDM)[1].The basic idea used in OFDM is to 

split a high data rate stream of digital signal into multiple 

number of lower data rate streams of digital data that are 

transmitted concurrently over a number of subcarriers. 

These subcarriers are overlapped and share common 

bandwidth. The relative amount of dispersion in time due to 

multipath delay spread is reduced as the symbol duration 

increases for lower rate concurrent subcarriers. Inter 

symbol interference (ISI) is reduced to almost zero by 

providing a guard time in every OFDM symbol. OFDM 

faces many challenges from which key challenges are ,ISI 

due to multipath - combat by use  of guard interval, large 

peak to average ratio due to nonlinearity of amplifier, 

Sensitivity to phase and frequency offset- to avoid phase 

and frequency offset errors fine tuning of sub-carriers is 

always  required[1][2].  

 

Large peak-to-average power (PAPR) ratio which causes 

the signal distortion when the transmitter contains 

components that are nonlinear such as power amplifiers[3]. 

Due to nonlinearity of power amplifiers common adverse 

effects on the transmitted OFDM symbols are inter 

modulation distortion, spectral spreading, and changes in 

the signal constellation. We can say nonlinear distortion 

causes both in-band and out-of-band signal interferences. 

Therefore the power amplifier needed a back off which is 

almost equal to the PAPR for distortion-free transmission 

of data .This technique decreases the efficiency for 

amplifiers subsequently. Therefore reducing the PAPR of 

the signal before the signal is transmitted is of practical 

interest[4][5]. 

II. RELEATED WORK 

2.1 Review on Literature: There are number of techniques 

available to reduce PAPR of the signal being transmitted to 

an adequate level but some extra computational complexity 

is added  to the system. To overcome the problem of 

PAPR, several techniques for decreasing the PAPR have 

been proposed. PAPR reduction using  peak clipping 

method is suggested in [7-8] but these method add 

distortion to the signal. PAPR reduction using peak 

windowing suggested in [9].It gives better result than 
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clipping method but still distortion is present in the signal. 

The author of [10] proposed PAPR reduction using closed 

loop campander with amplitude distribution but this method 

has a big limitation as it increases the average power of the 

signal so increases burden on amplifier. Tone reservation 

using FFT/IFFT with no side information is suggested 

in[11] ,however   the searching complexity increases in this 

method with increases in no of sub carrier. Modified PTS 

and SLM based scheme is suggested in[12] but this 

increases the computational complexity of the system. In 

literature[14-15] PTS method with improved phase factor 

computation is suggested and reduced complexity PAPR 

method is  suggested in [16] but these does not improves 

the PAPR ratio as compared to conventional PTS method. 

Tone injection using hexagonal constellation mapping  

proposed in [17], But this method  need more side 

information for decoding signal at the receiver side, and 

cause extra IFFT operation which is more complex. In[18] 

Cross-entropy based tone injection is suggested but this 

does no reduces PAPR value and complexity at same time . 

Clipping noise based tone injection is suggested in [19] 

faces problem of non-linearity and complexity at higher sub 

carrier values .Tone reservation complexity reduction using 

fast calculation of maximal IDFT element is suggested in 

[20] but still data rate is reduced as compared to other 

techniques. PAPR reduction using block coding suggested 

in [21],using cyclic codes suggested in [22] however these 

code reduces the data rate of the OFDM system and add 

extra complexity to the system. Golay complementary 

codes are used for PAPR reduction suggested in[23]. A tail-

biting turbo coded OFDM system is proposed in[24-25] to 

generate candidates in a selective mapping scheme, without 

need of side information protection also improves the 

PAPR ratio to good extent but computational complexity is 

still added to system. 

2.2.Related work on PTS 

PTS technique is an efficient way to reduce PAPR as it 

uses an iterative routine to find the phase factors which 

are optimum without the restriction on the amount of 

subcarriers. PTS scheme operates in time domain while 

SLM[13] operates in frequency domain. SLM also 

provide good PAPR reduction but complexity is more as 

compared to PTS due to more no of IFFT operations. 

GA-PTS scheme using  novel mapping for PAPR reduction 

of OFDM without SI suggested in [26] but this scheme 

does not improves PAPR reduction  performance as 

compared to conventional PTS .The reduction in PAPR of 

OFDM signals by using PTS with real valued genetic 

approach is proposed in [5]. But this scheme yields the 

same PAPR performance as that of exhaustive PTS 

scheme. A reduced complexity Optimized PTS scheme  

 

is proposed in [27] ,However number of iteration to find 

optimum phase value are still increases the complexity of 

system. 

In this paper low complexity PTS is proposed with 8PSK 

gray code for constellation mapping and improved 

random phase optimization scheme. Interleaving 

approach is used  for partition of sub blocks in PTS. The 

aim of  this proposed technique is to provides good 

PAPR reduction performance and  at the same time 

reduction in computational complexity. 

III. PAPR IN OFDM SYSTEM 

OFDM is basically a modulation technique which uses 

multiple-carrier signals. This multi-carrier signals are 

obtained from the summation of independent orthogonal 

sub-carriers. Therefore, multi-carrier signal envelope varies 

noticeably. Peak value to the average value of the signal is 

the measure of  variation in the envelope of the  resultant 

signal and it is called as peak-to-average power ratio 

(PAPR) of the signal . PAPR is the one of the biggest 

constraints of the OFDM system[5][6]. 

3.1 Introduction to PAPR 

PAPR (Peak-to-Average Power Ratio) is one of main 

feature to analyze the system performances. An OFDM 

system which have N different sub-carriers used to transmit 

data symbols is given by[6]: 

X=[x0,x1,.......xN-1]                                        (1) 

The  baseband analog OFDM signal is  given by 

    (t)=
 

  
 ∑        

                  ,   0 ≤ t < NT          (2) 

Where spacing between sub-carriers is  j =√−1, ∆f is given 

for the  transmitted signal and its PAPR is specified as: 

     PAPR=
          |    | 

 

  
 ∫ |    | 

  
   

                                  (3) 

Let us examine the OFDM signal padded with (L−1)N 

zeros by using  the nyquist criteria to get the time domain 

signal. The  L times oversampled data can be represented as 

 x=[          ,…………..,     ]T                                             (4) 

These NL-1 samples of OFDM signal can be obtained from 

the inverse discrete Fourier transform is given by  

                               =  
   

 
 = 

 

  
 ∑        

             

 
, 

k=0,1,.....NL-1   (5) 

Now, the PAPR of this L times oversampled signal is given 

by 

  PAPR=
            |  

 |

   |  |  
                                  (6) 

Where E[.] represents the expected response of the given 

signal. 

3.2. Analysis of PAPR  

The complementary cumulative distribution function 

(CCDF) can be used to analyze the performance of PAPR 

reduction techniques. CCDF gives the probability by which 

PAPR of OFDM symbol passes the given threshold value. 
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For an amplitude sampled signal the cumulative distribution 

function is given by 

                          (7) 

 

IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

4.1 Conventional Partial Transmit Sequence (PTS): In 

PTS, an input data block of length N is divided into a 

number of sub- blocks. Then sub-blocks  generated are 

padded with zeros and weighted by a phase factor. 

 
Fig.1 Block Diagram of PTS Technique[4] 

 

 The random signal into frequency domain is denoted by 

X=[X0,X1,X2,…..XN-1] is divided in V disjoint sub-blocks 

given by {  ,v=1,2,....V},using same number of carriers 

for each group. 

     =[  
 ,   

 ,…….     
 ]                               (8) 

The alternative frequency domain signal is represented by 

      X=∑    
                                                       (9) 

 Where            and     
   

 
              are the 

phase factors of  domain   , IFFT of   , is called partial 

transmit sequence. The phase factor is selected to get  

minimum PAPR of candidate signal. 

We have to search WV-1 possible combinations for V sub-

blocks and W phase weights and first block phase factor is 

always chosen as 1. So V-1 additions and multiplication 

takes place to calculate each candidate signal. 

In conventional PTS elements of every row of phase matrix 

are equal and phase combinations changes for v, column 

after every iteration. The phase factor is selected to get  

minimum PAPR of candidate signal.  

                                    (10)                                

The matrix given in (8) used of conventional PTS is of 

order[N×V]. 

N=Number of subcarrier. 

V=Number of distinct sub-blocks. 

Phase matrix [b] is needed to be known to both transmitter 

and receiver for proper encoding/decoding of signal. The 

elements of matrix b are applied to V- sub block and then 

the resultant signal in frequency domain is given by 

               =∑    
 
                                                         (11) 

To get time domain signal out of frequency domain IFFT 

operation is applied to each sub-block and resultant signal 

in time domain is given by 

       =IFFT{∑    
 
         as   =IFFT                (12) 

       So   =∑    
 
                                                          (13) 

Phase matrix is selected to minimize the PAPR ratio and 

the candidate signal with minimum PAPR is selected for 

transmission. 

4.2.Proposed PTS scheme: 

   1. 8PSK  gray code for constellation mapping: In 8PSK 

3bits are used together to form symbol and there are   =8 

different symbol. 8PSK uses 8 different phase shifts to 

transmit different symbols. Gray coding is a technique that 

multilevel modulation schemes often use to minimize the 

bit error rate. It consists of ordering modulation symbols so 

that the binary representations of adjacent symbols differ by 

only one bit. Constellation diagram of 8PSK with gray code 

shown in figure 2 below:  

 
Figure 2: Constellation Diagram for 8-PSK with Gray Coding. 

Any number of phases may be used to construct a PSK 

constellation but 8-PSK is usually the highest order PSK 

constellation deployed. With more than 8 phases, the error- 

rate becomes too high and there are better, though more 

complex, modulations available such as quadrature 

amplitude modulation (QAM). 
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Table.1  8 PSK Constellation mapping using gray code 

Binary 

Coding 

Gray Equivalent Modulated 

Waveform 

000 0 exp(0) 

001 1 exp(jΠ/4) 

010 3 exp(j3Π/4) 

011 2 exp(j2Π/4) 

100 7 exp(j7Π/4) 

101 6 exp(j6Π/4) 

110 4 exp(j4Π/4) 

111 5 exp(j5Π/4) 

 

8PSK transmits 3-bit symbols whereas QPSK transmits 2-

bit symbols per cycle.8PSK used in OFDM instead of 

QPSK raises the data rate and improves the bandwidth 

efficiency of the system.  

2. Improved phase optimization techniques: 

    Improved Random phase matrix: Suggested PTS uses 

improved random phase matrix optimization techniques. As 

in conventional PTS values of rows remains same but in 

suggested technique the values are defined randomly from  

allowed phase vector from value 1 to N. The modified 

phase matrix is represented as : 

      (14) 

As in given matrix, the N values are computed randomly 

for reach row of matrix and this process is repeated V times 

periodically. Each element of row has distinct values in this 

proposed techniques and these values are selected from 

pool of allowed phase factors randomly. 

Assuming W is number of allowed phase factors and V is 

no of sub-block , So number of iteration required to find 

optimum phase factors is given by 

              Q=                                                        (15) 

As unity is remained fixed as first phase factor for every 

search. 

This scheme outperform traditional PTS in terms of PAPR 

reduction capability and also take less number of iteration 

to find optimum phase factors ,So also reduces the 

computational complexity of the system. 

New phase optimization algorithm: New iteration 

algorithm is combined with random phase matrix 

optimization  to further reduces the computational 

complexity of the system by minimizing the number of 

iteration required to find optimum phase factors. The 

algorithm is explained as under:  

1. First of all optimum range of PAPR specified for given 

OFDM system and according to that the search region(Sopt) 

is defined. 

2. Partition the given data block into number of sub-block 

given by V and compute N-point IFFT of each sub block as 

given as: 

                      =[  
 ,   

 ,…….     
 ]                          (16) 

                                                      =IFFT     

3. Compute the random  matrix [  ] as specified in (11)of 

size [V N]from given phase factors   

    W. 

4. Perform multiplication for each elements of phase 

matrix(11) with the corresponding sub-block elements and 

compute candidate signal from for given phase matrix   . 

                =∑   
  

                                               (17) 

5. Compute the PAPR  

          PAPRdb= 10log10[
          |     | 

  |  |  
]      (18)  

where E[.] compute average value of variable   . 

6.Check weather PAPR value computed in step-5 falls 

under the range specified Sopt.. 

If ( PAPRdb≤ Sopt.)=TRUE ,then current phase sequence is 

selected as final phase sequence and candidate signal 

generated with that phase sequence is selected for final 

transmission and  iteration is stopped . 

If ( PAPRdb≤ Sopt.)=FALSE ,then current phase sequence is 

rejected and phase matrix    is generated again with new 

phase factors randomly. 

Step -3 to 6 are repeated until a phase sequence is selected, 

for which PAPR falls within  specified region. 

Optimized phase vectors are given as:   

[  
 ……...  

 ]opt.=argmin            |∑   
  

     
    |       

(19) 

These optimized phase sequence are multiplied with input 

sequence such that the resultant candidate signal.  

7. For next data block step-2 to 6 are repeated and 

candidate signal is selected for transmission using phase 

optimized matrix. 

Computational complexity=Number of  complex 

additions(VNlog2N) +number of complex 

multiplications(
       

 
 +number of iteration required 

Q=     

Total computational complexity of conventional PTS= 

VNlog2N+
       

 
+VQN (20) 

  This scheme reduce the computational complexity of the 

system by reducing number of iterations required for 
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selecting optimum phase sequence, So this reduce the 

number of complex IFFT operation and number of complex 

addition multiplication required. The PAPR reduction 

performance also improved as compared to conventional 

PTS scheme Simulation is performed by using MATLAB 

software tool to compare the performance of conventional 

PTS with proposed scheme.   

V. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

Simulation is performed using MATLAB software in order 

to compare the performance of  conventional PTS with 

proposed technique employing 8PSK gray code for 

constellation mapping. For simulation number of subcarrier 

is taken 128,256 and 512 and number of sub-block are 

taken 4. Sub-block partition is done using interleaving 

technique and number of phase vector are taken W=16. 

CCDF Vs PAPR graphs are plotted for values defined 

earlier to compare the performance of OFDM system with 

conventional and proposed technique. 

Figure.3 shows CCDF vs PAPR graph for number of sub-

carrier N=128 for original OFDM, conventional PTS and 

proposed technique. PAPR performance of proposed 

system shows improvement as compared to conventional  

PTS system. 

Figure.4 shows CCDF vs PAPR graph for number of sub-

carrier N=256 for original OFDM, conventional PTS and 

proposed technique. PAPR performance of proposed 

system shows improvement as compared to conventional  

PTS system. 

Figure.5 shows CCDF vs PAPR graph for number of sub-

carrier N=512 for original OFDM, conventional PTS and 

proposed technique. PAPR performance of proposed 

system shows improvement as compared to conventional  

PTS system. 

 
Figure-3 PAPR performance of Original OFDM,T-PTS and 

Proposed method for N=128 

 
Figure-4 PAPR Performance of Original OFDM,T-PTS and 

Proposed method for N=256 

 
Figure-5 PAPR Performance of Original OFDM,T-PTS and 

Proposed method for N=512 

Table.2 shows comparison between  original OFDM, 

conventional PTS and proposed technique with  N=128,256 

and 512 and number of sub-blocks are 4 as given by figure 

3-5. 

For N=128 ,PAPR for T-PTS is  8.3db and with proposed 

technique it is around 7.6db, for N=256,PAPR with T-PTS 

is 8.9db and with proposed technique it is around 8.1db and 

for N=512 ,PAPR for T-PTS is  9.1db and with proposed 

technique it is around 8.6db. So it is clear from simulation 

that PAPR ratio of proposed techniques shows 

improvement as compared to traditional PTS method and 

PAPR of system increases with increases in the number of 

sub-carrier form 128 to 512. 

Table no.2 PAPR Ratio for Sub-carrier value 

N=128,256,512 and for U=4 

Number of 

sub-carrier(N) 

 PAPR(db)  

Original 

OFDM 

T-PTS Proposed 

Technique 

128 10.2 8.3 7.6 

256 10.6 8.9 8.1 

512 11.0 9.1 8.6 

 

Table.3 shows number of iterations required to find optimal 

phase vectors for a given OFDM symbol. Here comparison 

is done between traditional PTS and proposed method 

taking number of sub-carrier N=128,256 and 512. For 

simulation number of random data symbol taken are 1000. 

As shown in table number of iteration for conventional PTS 
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to select best candidate signal  are fixed to 16001,So 

number of IFFT operations and number of complex 

addition/multiplication are also fixed for given system . All 

the given phases are used to produces the final candidate 

signal and from which most desirable candidate with 

minimum PAPR is selected. Whether in  proposed 

technique number of iteration are small fraction of iteration 

performed in conventional technique because next iteration 

is performed only when the value of PAPR does not falls 

within the specified  range otherwise the given candidate is 

selected for transmission . 

Table.3 shows number of iteration increases with increases 

in number of sub-carrier exponentially  for proposed 

technique so as complexity of system and it is clear that 

proposed techniques outperform conventional PTS in terms 

of reduction in complexity. The side information required is 

also reduced  till 256 sub-carrier after that side information 

for both schemes is same. 

Table no.3 No. of Iteration for finding optimal phase vector 

for N=128,256,512 per 1000 symbol  

 

Number of 

sub-carrier(N) 

 

Number of Iteration 

T-PTS Proposed  

Technique 

128 16001 445 

256 16001 924 

512 16001 1324 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A low complexity improved random phase optimized PTS 

technique using 8PSK Gray code for constellation mapping 

is proposed for PAPR reduction in this paper. Using 

proposed technique improvement in the computational 

complexity and PAPR performance is shown as 

compared to the traditional PTS technique. A favorable 

trade-off between PAPR ratio and number of subcarrier 

of  proposed technique and traditional PTS is obtained in 

table.2 shows PAPR ratio increases with increases in 

number of sub carrier. A favorable trade-off is obtained 

between number of sub-carrier used and number of 

iteration to find optimum phase matrix of proposed and 

traditional technique in table3. number of iteration  

reduces with reduction in number of sub-carrier 

exponentially. It is clear that our suggested PTS 

technique performs much better than traditional PTS 

technique in terms of computational complexity and 

PAPR reduction performance. This proposed techniques 

can also be used in conjunction with other PAPR 

reduction techniques such as SLM for further 

improvement in PAPR ratio. The proposed technique 

improves the efficiency of the power amplifier and can 

be applied to the current wireless systems such as 

WiMAX and LTE. 
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